
Analytical Writing
What makes a good response?



Understand what the question is asking.
What struck you about the story of India's clashing economies - the 
low-paying "informal" economy and the booming tech industry?  Is 
there a problem that needs to be solved, or is it actually a successful 
model that other nations (such as China) should emulate?

Key points:

● not just “you” - notice “clashing economies”?  Discuss them.
● problem that needs to be solved?
● successful model?



Express your ideas clearly & persuasively

● Starting device to grab reader’s attention
● Clear expression - complete sentences
● Concluding sentence goes beyond question

○ real-world connection
○ proposed solution
○ connection to other topics/ideas



Use evidence to support your view.

● Specific details from story

● Explanation of what the details show



What struck you about the story of India's clashing economies - the 
low-paying "informal" economy and the booming tech industry?  Is 
there a problem that needs to be solved, or is it actually a successful 
model that other nations (such as China) should emulate?

Seeing the "tech boom" in India and having heard stories from family first hand made me 
really wonder. Because the vast majority of india lives "paycheck to paycheck" with little 
to no savings, the rise of these tech corporations in an exclusive area of India cites 
potential for social classes to be severely seperated by income. Because India and the 
United States are seen as having economies that are equally scaled, many in India 
should see no problem with a huge increase of income, but ultimately MNCs are taking 
advantage of cheaper labor. Another problem I concern about is the idea that 
professionals in India may see exponentially higher wages for the same job in a different 
country. Indians could then leave their home country for another host country and then 
redirect their money to invest back home.

.



What struck you about the story of India's clashing economies - the 
low-paying "informal" economy and the booming tech industry?  Is 
there a problem that needs to be solved, or is it actually a successful 
model that other nations (such as China) should emulate?

I'm not sure if there is much of a problem to be solved in India. Surely, there are two 
starkly different economies at work in India, but both have their benefits and defects. 
Obviously, the tech industry brings more traditional and recognizable profits to companies 
like Royal Enfield, but the lower-class informal economy isn't really that bad. Plenty of 
people find that they can abide by that system, and live in relative comfort even though 
some aspects of life may be undesirable. That was what really stood out to me, and I do 
think that other nations like China should seek to develop a similar system to increase the 
welfare of their citiziens of every class



What struck you about the story of India's clashing economies - the 
low-paying "informal" economy and the booming tech industry?  Is 
there a problem that needs to be solved, or is it actually a successful 
model that other nations (such as China) should emulate?

I was shocked to find that 92% of the Indian population are street vendors. I knew there 
were a lot of street vendors in India, but I had no idea just how many. One man only 
made $8 per day, which still put him at around 6 times the international poverty rate 
($1.25 per day). While he was not considered to be in poverty, he was still just barely 
making enough to support his 9 other family members. The problem is that there is quite 
a bit of corruption that follows the street vendor lifestyle, so organizations are making 
efforts to decrease this corruption by offering health care and free legal services among 
other things. I feel this could be successful, but the problem is so widespread that it was 
be difficult to fix.


